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Pfizer Collaboration Prepares For The Future Of Flexible
Manufacturing
By Trisha Gladd (/author/trisha-gladd), editor, Pharmaceutical Online and Bioresearch Online

With the landscape of the industry shifting toward the need for more flexibility, pharma companies are exploring more ways to keep pace with this demand while still
keeping costs low. In a recent announcement, GEA Process Engineering, G-CON Manufacturing, and Pfizer revealed how they’re addressing this challenge — a Portable
Continuous Miniature & Modular (PCMM) manufacturing collaboration.

In this collaboration, the three companies will team up to utilize portable manufacturing facilities called PODs. “In the pharma industry, flexibility is needed to address
the evolving requirements for in-country and small-lot manufacturing,” says McCoy Knight of GEA, a company specializing in in the design and development of process
solutions for the dairy, brewery, food, pharmaceutical, and chemical industries. “These PODs have the capability to allow product development, clinical supply
manufacture, and commercialization to take place using identical processing equipment. This simplifies process transfer, eliminates scale up, and significantly reduces
API consumption during the development process.”

The PODs are designed with the intention of constructing and deploying them quickly, so they can be diassembled and moved, if needed at another location. This ability
to rapidly deploy them allows manufacturers to set up and distribute medication at the time the drug is needed and produce it in small batches. “The autonomous
cleanroom PODs are fast and easy to deploy. Having those two qualities enable you to quickly act on drug-demand changes and implement multiple smaller volume sites
in various regions,” says Kevin Nepveux, vice president of global technology services at Pfizer.

“One of our visions is that we can create small-scale vaccine facilities wherever the vaccine is required,” adds Maik Jornitz, chief operating officer of G-CON,
manufacturer of POD systems. “Small-scale vaccine production can be more flexibly utilized to serve regions with high vaccine demands like India, Africa, or China.
Instead of supervising a costly cold chain going all the way from North America or Europe to these countries, you have your small-scale vaccine site up and running in
the location where it is needed.”

Jornitz adds that there is an intense interest in the PODs by OEMs who would like to have their equipment placed in the POD and then have the POD shipped with the
equipment to the location where it is required. “For example, fill equipment could be put into a POD and shipped to a shell building, so the fill line is established in
months, rather than years.” explains Jornitz.

Because each POD has its own air handling system with extremely compact ductwork, the PODs can be easily sanitized with vaporized hydrogen peroxide. This allows the
capability for them to be repurposed. “In a traditional facility, including modular stick-built, you are faced with a centralized air handler and complex system of
ductwork, which make sanitizing complex and dedicates the facility to one product.” explains Jornitz. “There is very limited flexibility in a facility like that.” As an
example of a different type of flexibility, the PODs can use a design that is applicable across most solid oral dosage forms with quick change-overs between products.

Since there are several trends, such as personalized medicine, driving the need for flexibility in pharma, solutions that address that need, such as these POD facilities,
allow manufacturers to respond to the demands of the industry more efficiently.  “In today’s market, there is an increased pressure on cost containment. Because of this,
it is becoming increasingly important for companies to have the ability to rapidly deploy, and in some cases, redeploy assets, mandating the use of agile facilities that
allow for portability, miniaturization, and modularity,” says Pfizer’s Nepveux. “This, combined with flexible, continuous manufacturing processes, will provide a
competitive advantage in the marketplace.”

Jornitz adds that companies do not want to reinvent the wheel with new facility design. “With a POD or a “podified” platform facility, it can be cloned over and over
again. This creates the possibility of abbreviation of qualification, since the layout is known. Cloning facility platforms is not only time and resource rewarding for the
company doing so, but it also helps regulators.”

While the PCMM collaboration is the first of its kind, it is not the last. As they continue to discuss the use of PODs with other companies, Jornitz anticipates similar
collaborations to be formed with other companies that are also seeking the most sustainable and effective way to create flexible facilities.
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